domodo

Home Automation
& Network Integration

A smarter way to live
Domodo delivers superior home technology solutions to clients across the
globe. With over 20 years in business, Domodo designs, integrates,
installs and maintains bespoke systems that enhance our customers’
homes in a discreet and aesthetic fashion.
Home Automation

Systems Integration

Anything in your home can be controlled

At Domodo, we offer comprehensive project

today through the touch of a button or

management and installation services for

from the palm of your hand: open the

all your technology needs in new-build

front door, turn the lights off in the kitchen,

properties. We can also easily work with

raise the temperature in the family room,

what you have and add a wow factor to your

send audio and video in the bedrooms —

existing home by upgrading your current

everything is possible. If you combine this

electronics and infrastructure. We seamlessly

with unobtrusive environmental sensors, you

integrate electronics and technologies from

will achieve levels of automation never seen

different brands or fields of application. If

before. At Domodo, we listen to your needs

you already own a home automation system,

and transform them into bespoke, easy-to-

home cinema or audio distribution setup that

use features that enhance your living space.

has been installed by another company, you
can always take advantage of our service
maintenance contract.

Maintenance

Experience

Our service continues after the installation

Using the latest technologies available in

is complete. We provide training so that

the market, our experienced engineers

you can take full advantage of your home

support you with the highest level of service.

automation experience. As part of the

We have worked with some of the best

Domodo maintenance contract, our team is

designers and architects in the industry in the

on call to help you in any way we can so

US and the UK, collaborating on impressive

that you are able to fully enjoy the features

installations for home automation, network

of your space. We monitor the health of your

and security systems.

systems from our data centre 24/7 and can
fix most problems remotely, even before you
realise you have one. In case an engineer
is required on site, we have fast guaranteed
response times.

Get in touch
Let us help you create your perfect home. We believe that a successful technology
implementation requires solid planning and a foundation which only a reliable and
experienced partner can provide. If you are ready to enhance the way you live in your
home or wish to remain connected to your holiday residence when you are away, please
speak to us for a word of advice.

Areas we cover

Maintenance service

- Network infrastructure

- Two engineer visits per year

- Home control & automation

- Remote management 24/7 (requires additional hardware

- Home cinemas

on premises)

- Audio video distribution

- One hour call-back response, engineer on site within 24 hours

- Door entry, intercoms and CCTV

- Regular updates on all software and firmware

- Indoor/outdoor speakers

- Any reprogramming for setting changes

- Invisible speakers

- Visual inspection and cleaning of all equipment

- Lighting controls

- International maintenance service

- Heating controls
- Project management

Brands we use

domodo

- Custom software programming

Amina

Onkyo

- Maintenance contracts

Bang & Olufsen

Optoma

- International installations

Bowers & Wilkins

Panasonic

Cisco

Ruckus Wireless

Control4

Sonos

Crestron

Velodyne
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London, W10 5BN
+44 208 133 4907
info@domodo.io
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